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Specific heat measurements of а sing!e crysta! of the organic meta! 
(BEDT-lТF)2КНg(SСN)4 have Ьееп carried out at !ow temperatures and under а magnetic 
fie!d ofup (о !4 Т. Ajump in the specific heat ofabout 0.1 J/mo!·K, wblch corresponds to the 
antiferromagnetic phase transition, has Ьееп observed. Thе magnetic fie!d is found to decrease 
the trdI1sition temperature at апу field orientation. Thе strongest effect was found (о take р!асе 
in the fie!d direction а!оng the higbly conducting ас-р!апе. 

1. INТRОDUCfЮN 

The organic metals (BEDT -ТТF)2МНg(SСN)4, where BEDT -ттр stands 
for bis(ethylenedithio)-tetrathiafulvalene and М = К, ТI and Rb, are of significant interest 
due to their unusual properties in magnetic fields at low temperatures [1]. The Fermi surface 
characteristic of these compounds consists of а cylindrical (quasi-two-dimensional, Q2D) part 
and slightly corrugated ореп (quasi-one-dimensional, QID) sheets. The instability ofthe QID 
conducting band against the spin density wave (SDW) formation is thought to Ье the reason for 
а phase transition occurring below 10 К in these сотроuпШ. The strong anisotropic change of 
the magnetic susceptibility [2] resembles that previosly observed in the purely QID conductors 
such as (TMTSF)2X [3] although the magnitude ofthe magnetic moment modulation extracted 
from the JLSR experiment [4] is considerably smaller, JLSDW = 0.003JLB (here "'В is the Bohr 
magneton). 

According to the В-Т phase diagram originally proposed Ьу Sasaki et al. [5] for the 
М = К salt оп the basis of magnetoresistance studies at different temperatures, the phase 
transition into the SDW state is gradually suppressed Ьу the magnetic field applied perpendicular 
to the highly conducting planes, and the normal щеtaПiс state is stabilized аЬоуе 23 Т in 
the entire temperature region. Мапу of magnetoresistance anomalies have Ьееп explained in 
the framework of the SDW model [6] and the phase diagram [5]. However, several serious 
problems remain. For example, the effect of magnetic field оп the SDW ground state in these 
compounds near the transition temperature Тр is not clearly understood. For the quasi-one
dimensional (TMTSF)2X salts, а magnetic field applied perpendicиlar to the highly conducting 
planes is known to stimulate rather than suppress the SDW instability due to the effective 
enhancement of the one-dimensional character of the electron motion. The theoretical model 
developed for one-dimensional systerns [7, 8] and applied to (BEDT -ТТF)2КНg(SСN)4 [9] 
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predicts а gradua1 increase of the SDW transition temperature with magnetic field. Other models 
considering magnetic break.down between QID and Q2D parts of the Fermi surface [10,11] 
or fluctuation effects [12] Ьауе been proposed as possible explanation for the field-induced 
reentrant transition. We note that аll the theories mentioned аЬоуе considerthe effect ofthe field 
directed perpendicular to the highly conducting planes as the most significant effect. However, 
from the experimental point of view, по agreement Ьм been established as to whether the 
perpendiCular field component has the main etТect оп the low-temperature antiferromagnetic 
state near Тр • 

ТЬе В-Т phase diagram was recently revised оп the basis of the comparative 
magnetoresistance and magnetic torque studies Ьу Sasaki et al. [9] and Кartsovnik et al. [13]. 
Both investigations proposed that the low-temperature state differs from the normal metallic 
state even in the high-field region. However, по agreement Ьм been reached as to the magnetic 
field effect in the low-field range. According to the diagram proposed Ьу Sasaki et al. [9], at 
least two successive transitions take place upon cooling the sample in а finite field, where the 
magnetically ordered state is stabilized Ьу the field. In contrast, only one transition was found 
Ьу Kartsovnik et al. [13] in the temperature dependencies of the resistance and torque at fields 
below 10 Т; the transition temperature shifted to slightly lower temperatures as the field was 
raised. 

Thus, the effect of magnetic field оп the low-temperature state of 
й-(ВЕОТ -ТТF)2МНg(SСN)4 is still an open question and further detailed studies are required 
in order to clarifY the problem. We report here the results of an experimental study of the 
heat capacity of а й-(ВЕОТ -ТТF)2КНg(SСN)4 -single crystal as а function of temperature 
under а magnetic field ир to 14 Т. А single prominent anomaly corresponding to one рЬме 
transition Ьм been observed at аll applied fields. ТЬе anomaly gradually shifts down as the field 
increases. Tilting the field from the direction normal to the highly conducting planes increased 
the magnitude of the shift . 

2. EXPERIMENТAL 

ТЬе single crystal used for the experiment was obtained Ьу galvanostatic electrolysis 
(j = 1.0 /-lА/сm2 ) of а solution of KSCN, Hg(SCN)2 and 18-crown-6 (10 mmol/l еасЬ) in 
1,1,2-triсhlоroеthапе/МеОН (abs.) (9:1; 25 ml) in the presence of ВЕDТ-ТТF (13 rng) at а 
temperature of 25 о С. 

То measure specific heat, the standard ac-modulation technique [14] was used. ТЬе 

magnitude of the temperature modulation was 0.5-2%, the modulation frequency was 
V = 0.04 Hz and the calorimeter-to-bath relaxation time т was а few seconds in the studied 
temperature region of 6-14 К so that 27rvT > 1. ТЬе calorimeter consisted of а bare chip of 
Сетох thermoresistor and а carbon heater. ТЬе thermallink between the calorimeter and 
the bath was provided Ьу 50-/-lm manganin wires, which were used also as electricalleads to 
the thermometer and heater. А single crystal of (ВЕОТ -ТТF)2КНg(SСN)4 with the mass of 
0.9 rng was fixed Ьу а small amount ofthe Apiezon N grease to the thermometer and а smaller 
amount of the same grease was used to ftx the heater to the sample. ТЬе absolute value of the 
specific heat of the sample was determined with an асситсу of 5% and was approximately а 
factor of 4 larger than the admixture. ТЬе temperature error due to the magnetoresistance of 
the Сетох thermoresistor did not exceed 0.1 К at 14 Т and was taken into account in the data 
analysis. 
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Fig. 1. Specific heat of (BEDT -nF)2KHg(SCN)4 versus temperature squared 
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Fig. 2. Specific heat of (BEDT -nF)2KHg(SCN)4 after subtraction of the monotonic 
background at zero field and at field В = 14 Т directed parallel and perpendicular to 

the ас-рlапе 

З. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The total specific heat at zero field is presented in рщ. 1 (here 1 mol = N А formula 
units where, N А is the Avogadro number). The specific heat is plotted versus temperature 
squared. Since the plot is almost linear in such coordinates, we сап approximate the monotonic 
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Fig. 3. Field dependence of Тр versus magnetic field squared at two field directions 

Fig. 4. Angular dependence of Тр versus cosine of the angle between the nonnaI to the 
ac-plane and field direction 

background as: О = а + ЬТ2 . ТЬе specific heat, after subtraction of the background at zero 
magnetic field and at two orientations ofthe magnetic field В = 14 Т, is shown in Fig. 2; the 
data are offset for clarity. ТЬе phase transition is manifested Ьу а peak-like feature in the heat 
capacity. At zero field the maximum is at 8 К and it shifts to 10wer temperatиre in а magnetic 
field. ТЬе relatively large width of the anomaly is probably caused Ьу the strong fluctuations. 
ТЬе magnitude ofthe specific heatjump at zero field is evaluated as 00=0.1 J/mol·K or about 
1 % of the total specific heat. This value agrees with our previous measиrements [15], but it 
is about а factor of 3 smaller than the value reported Ьу Henning et аl. [16]. ОП the other 
hand, Nakazawa et al. [17] mау not Ьауе observed the anomaly since the scattering of their 
experimental data exceeded 1%. Figиre 3 shows the field dependence ofthe maximum position 
at two field orientations: В is perpendicular to the higbly conducting ас-рlаnе and В is parallel 
to this plane. We see that in both cases the shift of the maximum position is proportiona1 to 
the magnetic field squared, Тр(В) = D(B)B2 , where В is the аnвle between the norma1 to the 
ac-plane and the magnetic field direction. For the field orientations shown in Fig. 3 we find 

D(B = 00) = (1.5 ± 0.4). 10-3 к/т2 (1) 

and 

ТЬе angular dependence of the maximum position is shown in Fig. 4 for В = 14 Т. ТЬе 
plot demonstrates an approximately linear dependence оп the square of cosine of the аnвlе В 
between the normal to the ас-рlаnе and the field direction. 

Assuming that the phase transition is second order, we сап relate the behavioиr of the 
specific heat to the magnetic susceptibi1ity Ьу using the thermodynamic identity 

Oi - Oj = -ТМО (a~j) н [( aa~i) - (aai)] н 
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= - Т;о (a;jj ) н [ ( ~~) - (~~) ] н' (2) 

where Мо is the magnetic permeabi1ity of уаеиит, Hij(T) is the phase-separation Нnе, and 
Ci(Cj ) and Xi(Xj) are the speeifie heat and suseeptibility of the phase i(j), respeetively. 
AIthough in our ease the transition is signifieantly broadened in temperature, we wiIl attempt 
to evaluate А (аХ/ ат) н in the antiferromagnetie state from Eq. (2) using our data. For В 
paraIIeI to the ac-plane we estimate 

А (~~) н ~ 2.6·10-7 к- 1 

in the 1imit В ---+ О, in agreement with the suseeptibility data from [2] and [18]. For В 
perpendieular to the ac-plane we estimate 

А (~~ ) н '" 0.8 . 10-8 к- 1 • as В ---+ О. 
We note that по signifieant ehange in the suseeptibility in that direetion was found in the 
magnetization measurements [2] in the field В = 5 Т. In prineiple, this тау Ье explained Ьу а 
dependence of the transition temperature, which is much weaker than В2 in fields below 5 Т. 
Such аn assumption is consistent with our data, as сап Ье seen in рщ. 3. The uncertainty in 
the determination of the peak position does not al10w us to make а definite conclusion about 
the field effect below 5 Т. 

Тhus, our specific heat data show only оnе phase transition in а magnetic field in the 
range О < В < 14 Т. In eontrast with the conelusion made Ьу Sasaki et al. [9], по evidence of 
two successive transitions below 14 Т was found. Therefore, we affirm that in the field range 
studied Ьу us the only effect of magnetic field is that it gradually shifts the transition to а lower 
temperature. An important result is that the shift is dependent оп the field direction. 

The fact that the field paraIIel to the ac-plane has а stronger effect than the field 
perpendicular to the ac-plane seems to ье consistent with the assumption about the easy
axis or the easy-plane antiferromagnetic orderI ) [19]. For the field along the ac-plane we сап 
eompare the obtained shift of the transition temperature with that predicted, within the теаn 
field approximation, for the SDW state with аn easy-axis ordering under the magnetic field 
paral1eI the spin alignment direction given Ьу [20], 

Тр(В) = То ехр( -7(з)ь2 ), (3) 

where Ь = мвВ /27rkT. In Iow fields this expression reduees to [21] 

Тр(В) - Тр ~ 0.2 (мвВ)2, 
Тр kBTp 

(4) 

whieh has а parabolic field dependenee in agreement with our data. Substituting Тр = 8 К we 
obtain from Eq. (4) the shift ofthe transition temperature 0.01 Krr-2, in reasonable agreement 
with the experimental value (1). 

1) We note that although the SDW transition in Q lО organic metals is common1y characterized Ьу an easy
axis antiferromagnetic ordering, recent torque experiments pointed out the possibility of а more complicated 
spin a1ignement in the ac-plane. 
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The influence ofthe magnetic field perpendicular to the ac-plane is rather different in our 
measurements than expected for the conventional SDW state. According to the theoretical 
prediction [7,8], it also differs from the results reported Ьу Sasaki et al. [9]. As mentioned 
аЬоуе, other theoretical models [10,11] predict а decrease of the transition temperature for 
this field direction. Probably the total effect of the magnetic field is а superposition of опе of 
those mechanisrns and the spin-field interaction. 

In conclusion, we have found ап anomaly in specific heat of (BEDT -ТТF)2КНg(SСN)4 
which corresponds to the antiferromagnetic ordering phase transition. This anomaly is shifted 
toward low temperatures in ап applied magnetic field. The shift occurs at апу direction of the 
magnetic field; the strongest effect is observed for the field parallel to the ac-plane. We suggest 
that for this field orientation the shift mау Ье understood as resulting from the destruction of 
the SDW phase via the interactions of the electron spins with the external magnetic field. The 
reason for the decrease in the transition temperature in а field perpendicular to the ac-plane 
is yet to Ье clarified. 

This work was supported in part Ьу the Russian Foundation for Basic Research 
(М96-02-17475) and INTAS (grant Ng93-2400-EXТ). 
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